An operator T is called a Riesz operator relative to a von Neumann algebra si if T -λl is Fredholm relative to si for each 1^0. Properties of Riesz operators are studied and a geometrical characterization of these operators are given. This characterization is used to show that a Riesz type of decomposition holds.
Preliminaries. Let L(H)
be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a Hubert space H. Throughout the paper si will denote a concrete von Neumann algebra on H. We denote by & the ideal generated by the projections which are finite relative to si (cf. [11] , Chapter V for properties of the projection lattice &>(si) on^). The
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ideal of compact operators X relative to si is the uniform closure of ί?. Let π: si -> si fX be the canonical quotient map. An operator T G si is called a Fredholm operator (relative to J/) if π(T) is invertible. For any ΓGJ/ we shall denote by N τ the null projection and R τ the range projection (cf. [3] , (3.1) and (3.2) ). It follows from [4] , Theorem 1 and [7] , Theorem 2.2 that T is Fredholm iff N τ is finite and RT is cofinite relative to si (cf. §4 for the definition of a cofinite range projection). The set of all Fredholm operators in si will be denoted by Φ. We refer to [3] and [4] for the definition of the index function on Φ with values in a partially ordered abelian group. Let Φo denote the class of Fredholm operators T with index zero (i.e. Nγ ~ N τ *).
For ΓGJ/ we denote the spectral radius by r(T) and we shall call the spectrum of π(T) in si jX the (Wolf) essential spectrum of T and denote it by σ e (T). 3.10) . Since SF is dense in JΓ we may replace X with !? in the last characterization. We shall denote the set of all Riesz operators by & and if the reference to si is necessary we denote this set by REMARKS. 1 . Since for a finite von Neumann algebra si we know that Φ = si it is clear that then also 31 = si . The theory of Riesz operators in this case is trivial.
Riesz operators. An operator T G si will be called a Riesz operator (relative to si) if λl -T G Φ for every λ φ 0. It is clear that T is Riesz iff σ e (T) = {0}, which is also equivalent to
2. For any compact K G sf one has r(π(K)) = 0 from which it follows that X c 31. There are many cases where this inclusion is strict. 3 . In purely infinite von Neumann algebras the Riesz operators coincide with the quasinilpotent operators (recall that in this case X = {0}).
We denote by [5, T] the commutator of 5 and Γ, i.e. [5, T] = ST-TS. By using the well-known property that in any Banach algebra the relations r(TS) < r(T)r(S) and r(T + S) < r(T) + r(S) hold for any two commuting S and Γ, one easily obtains the following proposition. If S, T e3? and [S, T] From the fact that X is a two-sided *-ideal in si we have for any T G si and K e X that r{π(T)) = r(π(Γ*)) and r(π(T + K)) = r (π(T) If T is a normal operator in si it follows that r(π(T)) = 11^(7^)11^/^. Hence we have: 2.4 . PROPOSITION. For a normal operator T e3l iff T e3?. It seems that the following result is not known even for the classical case. 2.5 . PROPOSITION. If T e si, S e 31 and [5, T] 
PROPOSITION, (a) // S e 31, T e sf and [S,T]eJί, then (b)
Proof, For any two commuting elements a, b in a Banach algebra one knows that σ{a+b) c σ(<z)+σ(Z>), in particular <τ(π(Γ)+π(S')) c σ(π(Γ)) + σ(π(5)). By assumption σ(π(S)) = {0}. Hence σ*(Γ + S) C σ'(Γ). Similarly σ e (T) = σ*(Γ + S -S) C σ'(Γ + 5). D
The above-mentioned proposition may be used to prove a characterization of Riesz operators in von Neumann algebras which is similar to a result due to Schechter (cf. [9] , Theorem 12). [S, T] 
COROLLARY. T e 31 iff T + S eΦ for all S eΦ for which

PROPOSITION. Let f be a holomorphic function on an open set U containing σ(T) with
and f does not vanish on σ(T)\ {0} it follows that ΓeJ.
Proof, (a) From our assumptions it follows that f(T) = Tg(T)
where g is holomorphic on U and [Γ, g(T)] = 0. Then (a) follows directly from 2.1 (a). In any unital ^*-algebra sf it is known that σ{xy) \ {0} = σ(yx) \ {0} and σ(uxu*) \ {0} = σ(x) \ {0} hold for x, y e stf and u G J/ unitary. The following proposition therefore follows:
PROPOSITION, (a) TSe& if and only if ST e 31. (b) // S and T are unitary equivalent, then Se3l iff T e3l.
One can easily see from the next proposition that if a von Neumann algebra contains non-compact quasinilpotent operators, then X is properly contained in 31. 2.9 . PROPOSITION. IfKeX and Q e si is quasinilpotent, then
Proof. This clearly follows from
By the well-known West decomposition theorem (cf. [6] , 3.33 
PROPOSITION (Generalized Fredholm alternative
Aw/. By definition (/ -AΓ) € Φ for all λ φ 0. Since the index map on Φ is locally constant (cf. [4] 
nάisilX) = {π(T)\T e si and π(T) + Q{si/X) c Q{si/X)}
= {π(T)\T e si and T + S e 31 for all S e <&}. Since si fX is a g^-algebra rad(j//Jf) = {0}, it then follows that Se<& for all 5 = P{β). For L c / we may identify Σ^^^ with a closed subalgebra of ΣE/ J^ in an obvious way.
2.14. PROPOSITION For i φ J we may choose 5? ^ = 0 and K\ λ = -£/.
Let S λ = E/e/'S'i.λ a n d Sχ = Σ^/^U
T h e last series is a n element of si since it actually reduces to a finite sum by our choice [2] , 0. 3.5) . In proving this result a somewhat laborious machinery of vector sequence spaces was needed. We shall prove a similar result for general von Neumann algebras which gives an elegant proof of Smyth's result for the L(i/)-case.
For an operator T in a von Neumann algebra s/ the following property (referred to as property A) will be used to characterize the Riesz operators relative to tf .
A. For every ε > 0 there exists an n e N, a finite projection P ε e^(j^) and a bounded set N ε c P ε (H) such that for each xeU H there exists a y e N ε such that \\T n x -y\\ < e n . (Here and in the following UH will denote the unit ball of H.)
LEMMA. If T es/ has property A then T m also has property A for all meN.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume T m Φ 0. For e > 0, put δ = ε/||Γ m~1 ||. By assumption there exist an n e N, a finite projection P δ and a bounded set N δ C P#(H) such that for each w EUH there exists a z e N δ such that \\T n w -z|| < J w . Let jV β = || T™-1 !! 11^ and P e = P ό . Then for c e C/# it follows that ||Γ ww x -y\\ < ε n for some yeN ε . o
THEOREM. Let T e s/ . Then T e 31 if and only if T has property A.
Proof. Let T e 31 and ε > 0. Then since
there is an n G N and an F ε E ^ such that
Let P ε = Rf and Λ^ε = F £ (UH) , then P ε is a finite projection and iV ε is a bounded subset of P ε (H). By (1) ||Γ Λ JC -F e x\\ < ε n , for all x eUπ. This proves property A.
Conversely let Γ have property A. We are going to show that there exists a subsequence of {(inf^6 t^ \\T n -K\\) λ l n } n which converges to zero, implying that the spectral radius of π(Γ) vanishes.
Let ε > 0. Then there exist an n e N, a finite projection P ε e 9°\sf) and a bounded set N ε c P ε (/ί) such that for every x e there exists a y e N ε such that Thus \\T n x -P ε T n x\\ = wf we p 9 (H) \\ τn x -^11 < ε n This holds for every x EUH , hence Since P ε is finite and therefore P e T n E3Γ(J/), it follows that for any ε > 0 there exists annEN such that (inf# GJr \\T n -K\\) χ l n < ε. We now find the zero converging subsequence recursively. There exists an n x e N such that (infjce* l| 3™ 2 -^||) 1/Wl < 1. Since T n^1 has property A by 3.1, there exists an m\ e N such that (2) (jnjμKΓ^Γ.-iqiJ <(i/2) )«.
+1
Let «2 = ( n ι + l)wi. Then clearly n\ < ni and from (2) Proof. Let ε > 0 be given. Under the conditions of the theorem there exists an a > 0 such that for any n e N one has (1) S U ( cf. [2] , 0. 4.1, 0.4.3) .
Since T e<9l there exist an n e N, a finite projection P ε e and a bounded set N ε c P ε (H) such that for each x EUH there exists a y e N ε with (2) \\T"x-y\\<(ε/2ar.
Let x e U H , then it follows from (1) 
Proof, (a) and (b) follow by induction (on k) and by using the relation (/ -N n )TN n +χ = F n which follows from the properties of the projection N n (cf. [3] ). Similarly (c) and (d) follow by using the relation (/ -R n +\)TR n = G n which follows from the properties of the range projection. Proof, (a) Clearly (/ -T) e Φ. By ( [7] , 2.2 ) N x is relatively finite and R\ is relatively cofinite. For «GN, n > 1 it follows from 2.1 that (/ -T) n = / -T o where T o e 31 and as before it follows that N n is relatively finite and R n relatively cofinite.
(b) This follows from 4.1 (a) and (c) for r = 0 and taking the strong operator limit on both sides.
(c) By using 3.3 and 4.1 the proof for the relative finiteness of JVΌo for the compact case may be carried over virtually word for word by only replacing T with T n . From 2.10 and the fact that Φ o is a semigroup, it follows that N n ~ I -R n and hence N^ ~ I -JROO follows similarly as for the compact case, cf. [3] , Theorem 2, (i).
(d) This again follows along the lines of [3] , Theorem 2 (iv) and [5] It is well-known that both the sequences (N n ) and (R n ) eventually become stationary in the classical case. The following example shows that this is not always the case in general von Neumann algebras. EXAMPLE where {φi\i e N} is any orthonormal basis for H. It is easy to see that 
